Synkron Via CMS
Features
Audit Trail

Keep track of editorial changes
Working with extensive websites with many editors can make the management of
changes hard to handle. By using Synkron Via Audit Trail, this challenge is met and
dealt with, because the module registers every editorial change made on the website
and also the user who has made the change.

Content Integrator

Easy sharing of content across platforms - create a shared information platform
Sharing data across platforms is one of the criterions of success if you want a
successful website. In many cases the data in question will be based on a specific
language or be placed on a specific server. Synkron Via Content Integrator can be
used to create the necessary integration between all kinds of systems that are able to
deliver output through HTML. This integration means that it is possible to use the
content from existing systems or develop new functionality that fulfills your needs.

Developer Framework
EURO 8.000

Documents

With Developer Framework your business needs are always met by your web solution
A web solution is supposed to make it easier to do the daily tasks in the organization
and offer better service to clients, partners, members or private citizens. A web
solution that supports the realization of these demands, requires the possibility of
developing specific and flexible functionality and integration to the solution. Synkron
Via Developer Framework makes it possible for developers to create new
componentsand integrations to the solution so it always matches the requirements of
the business. Synkron Via Developer Framework is based on one of the most
widespread web technologies: .NET 2.0, SOAP, XML and XSLT.
A world of new possibilities for inserting content on websites
The concept Synkron Via Documents makes it possible to create a frame for the
content structure on your website and to create specific rules for publication. Synkron
Via Documents is especially suited for creating a fixed structure for the content in
your documents. Synkron Via Documents contain:
» Document Lists
» Document Templates
» Document Viewer

Document List

Automate tasks by creating a suitable information flow
Synkron Via Document List makes it easier to publish information the right places on
your website. Synkron Via Document List enables an editor to create rules that
determine where, when and how a document is published. This automation can help
save both time and resources.
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Synkron Via CMS
Features
Document Templates

Create regulations for the structure of content
Synkron Via Document Templates enables the editor in charge to create specific rules
for how content is published on specific pages on the website. It is possible for the
editor in charge to control how headings, text and images are displayed on the
website and in what order. It simplifies the process of publishing content on the
website by automatically styling the content based on rules integrated in the solution.

Editions (Languages)

Maintain control with different language versions of the same document
Many organizations and companies are in need of communicating in several languages
through their website. With Synkron Via Editions this is very simple. The same
document can exist in an unlimited number of language editions which simplifies the
management of content on the website.

eRez ImageServer

Create an unlimited number of variations from a single image file
eRez Imageserver makes your images dynamic and makes it possible to share,
convert, file, and publish them on your web solution through a easy-to-use web-based
user interface. eRez Imageserver can easily be integrated with Synkron Via CMS,
since the system contains Imageserver Connector.
* See pricelist for a specified pricesurvey.

Forms

Synkron Via Forms creates a unique of opportunity for gatering information from users
Synkron Via Forms makes it easy to enter a dialogue with users of your website.
Forms enables easy setup of forms for ordering, or schemes that can be used as fx
electronical time sheets. Forms are also suited for registration at seminars or surveys
on the website. The advantage of using forms is that you can ensure that you are
given certain information.

Newsletter

Manage all your newsletters, and test if there are being read!
Synkron Via Newsletter targets the webcommunication through recipient-based
newsletters, where users tell you their interests. Newletter lets you create a relevant
and interesting channel for digital communication, where the built-in tracking enables
you to test behaviour on several levels.

Search

Eliminate searching with fruitless efforts
As the amount of information on websites increases, it gets more difficult for users to
find the relevant information. With Synkron Via Search you can provide relevant
search-options for users, because content are automatically being indexed.
Furthermore you can setup special search-fields that searches the entire or parts of
the index
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Synkron Via CMS
Features
Smart Lists
EURO 2.650

Versions

Create content lists automatically and ensure a good linkage on your website
A large website is easier to navigate if there is a good linkage between different
sections and topics, which can include lists of the latest updates or an directory of the
similar or relevant topics. Synkron Via Smart Lists automatically makes these lists
from different criterias as topic, metadata or time of editing.
Manage the history of your website automatically
Synkron Via Versions fully automates the process of managing versions: Each time a
page, document, or an other element are updated, the older version is archived and
provide with information about the last editor and when the version where saved.
Versions enables you to track older versions, if this proves to be a necessity.
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